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1. FORMULA 
A FORMULA for the number of real branches for a curve singularity defined by a smooth 
germI: R”+‘, 0 -+ R”, 0 was discovered by Aoki. Fukuda. and Nishimura [Z]. They showed 
that this number can be computed as the degree of an associated mapping. This degree can, 
in turn, be computed algebraically by the formula of Eiscnbud -Levine [6]. This has recently 
been extended to more general real curve singularities by Montaldi and van Stratcn [I I]. In 
the case of complex curve singularities the original formula of Milnor [ IOJ for plant curve 
singularities p = 26 - r + I has been gcncralized by Buchweitz ~Grcucl[3J to gcncral curve 
singularities. As is often the case a gcncral formula about invariants of singularities can bc 
rcplaccd by a much simpler formula in the wcightcd homogcncous cast. In this note wc give 
such a formula for the number of branches for real or complex curves in terms of the 
Jacobian algebra of the curve singularity. 
Recall that for/above, the Jacobian algebra J(j) = I’$ + , /J (1). whcrc E, + , dcnotcs the 
algchra of smooth germs on R”+‘, 0 and J(j’) dcnotcs the Jacobian idcal gcncratcd by the 
coordinate functionsj; of/. together with the n x n minors of the n x n + I matrix ((lj;/?.~,). 
The basic observation that suggests there may be a simpler formula whcnf is wcightcd 
homogeneous is that in this case (with/defining an isolated singularity, so J(j) is a finite 
dimensional vector space) J(j) is a O-dimensional Gorenstein algebra. This means there is 
a linear functional 4: J(j)- R such that the bilinear multiplication pairing 
J(j) x J(/) + R given by (g.h.)H b(g.h) is nonsingular. 
For complete intersection curves this was shown in [4] to be equivalent to a duality 
result for surface singularities, which was subsequently proven by Wahl [ 133. Later, Wahl 
defined a Jacobian algebra J(X) for arbitrary weighted homogeneous complex curve 
singularities (X. 0) which are Gorenstein and proved quite generally that the J(X) is 
O-dimensional Gorenstein [I43 (also see [93). This Jacobian algebra has a middle weight 
s so that 2s is the maximal nonzcro weight in J(X). We Ict J(X),, resp. J(X),,, resp. J(X),, 
denote the subspaces of J(X) generated by elements of weight = s, resp. < s. resp. > s. 
Since the multiplication pairing is additive on weights, it restricts to a nonsingular pairing 
on J(X), and dually pairs J(X),, with J(X),,. 
The pairing in the real case has the signature as an invariant; we shall denote it by 
sig(J(/)) (or sig(J(X))). By the above remark sig(J(X)) = sig(J(X),); and hence, in 
particular, also for J(f). The original Eisenbud-Levine result computed the degree of 
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a finite map germ algebraically as the signature of the multiplication pairing on the 
associated local algebra. 
Our result for curves extends this using the Jacobian algebra. For a real analytic curve 
germ (X, 0) we have the corresponding complex curve (Xc, 0); and if (Xc, 0) is Gorenstein 
we will say (X. 0) is real Gorenstein. 
THEOREM I: 1) Let (.%I. 0) c (Cm, 0) be a weighted homogeneous curve singularity which is 
Gorenstein and reduced. Then. 
( 1) the number of complex brunches = dim, (.I( X ),) + 1. 
2) Let (X, 0) c (R”. 0) be a weighted homogeneous curve singularity which is real Gorenstein 
and reduced. Then, 
(I’) the number of real branches = sig( J( X)) + 1 = sig( J( X),) + I. 
Note: by the number of real branches we mean half the number of “half-branches” in the 
sense of [I l] so. for example, the curve x2 - y’ = 0 has one real branch at the origin (and 
2 half-branches). 
A smooth germ f: R"+ ‘, 0 4 R”. 0 (or holomorphic germ f: C”+ ‘, 0 + C”, 0) is 
semi-weighted homogeneous (with respect to a set of weights wt (xi) = a,) if the initial part 
of/; in(S) =fb defined by the lowest weight terms in each coordinate, defines an (algebraic- 
ally) isolated singularity. Iff;, = (f,,. . . . ,.f,.) let di = wt (f,,). Then, from the discussion in 
[ 143 it follows that the middle weight s = 1 di - caj (summed over i = I to n and j = I to 
n + I). For such germs the above result toyethcr with thcorcm 2 of (51 yields the following. 
TIIFORW 2: I) Lrtj’: C” l ‘, 0 -, C”, 0 he a semi-weighted homogeneous germ with initiul 
part /;, . Then, 
(2) the number ojcomp/~~x branches oj’f’ - ’ (0) = dim, (J(/;,),) + I. 
-7) Let j’: R” ’ ‘, 0 + R”, 0 hr a semi-weighted homogeneous germ with initiul part fO. Then, 
(2’) the number oj’reul bramhes off -l(O) = sig(./(f,)) + I = sig(l(jO),) + 1. 
WC note some conscquenccs of the above results. 
I) There is an ambiguity in the computation of the signature until WC have explicitly 
spccilicd the linear functional (6. However, this a!Tects at most the sign of the signature. 
Bccausc the number of real branches in nonnegative, if Isig(J(f,))) # 1 then the correct 
signature is nonnegative. Thus, we may replace sig(l(jb)) by Isig(J( fo))l and the formula 
remains correct. If Jsig(J( /b))l = I, then the number of real branches is either 0 or 2 and the 
specification of (b determines which is correct. However, additional information may still 
allow us to avoid this. For example, if there is known to be one branch then there must be 
exactly two. 
2) Combining both parts of the theorems we see that for a real weighted homogeneous 
Gorenstein curve singularity (X. 0), the number of conjugate pairs of purely imaginary 
branches = the dimension of the maximal subspace of J(X), (or J(JO),) on which the 
multiplication pairing is negative definite. 
3) For a complex weighted homogeneous Gorenstein curve singularity (X, 0) we can 
explicitly see the formula p + (r - 1) = 26 in the decomposition of the Jacobian algebra. By 
a result of Greuel (S], I( = dim,(J(X)); also, as a corollary of the proof of theorem, 
dimc(J(X),,) = dim,-(J(X),,) = 6 and we have an isomorphism of vector spaces 
J(X) @ J(X), z J(X).,@J(X).s 
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Taking dimensions yields the formula. 
4) In the case of plane curve singularities. $J must be positive on hessian (f,). In this case. 
sig(J(fb)) = deg(grad(1,)) and the formula recovers the formula of Arnold [I] for this 
case. 
5) It follows from Theorem 2 that for real semi-weighted homogeneous germs J 
Isig(/(f,))( is a topological invariant which, in general, is finer than the mod2 Milnor 
number used by Wall [lS]. 
2. EXASIPLES 
(3) f(x y, z) = (.ry + z2 - x4.3, z2 - x4 -9) 
We note that if we assign weights wt(x. y, :) = (3.2.6) then the initial part of / is 
j0 = (xy, ? - x4 - y6). which has Jacobian ideal with generators 
(xy, xc. yc, 2? - 5y”. 2x4 - 3y9. 
The middle weight = 5 + I2 - (3 + 2 + 6) = 6. A basis for J(_f”) is given by: I. y6; y, ys; 
y2, yJ; .Y. ?: y3, X2.:, with the last three terms spanning J(j,),. Using 4: J(f,) -+ R with 
4(y”) = I and vanishing on lower weight terms. we see that the multiplication pairing is 
positive dclinite on ./(j”), so sig(J(j,)) = 3. Thus. there are 4 real branches which is the 
same as the total number of complex branches (as is easily directly verified forj;, and thus 
forj‘ by [S]). In contrast, using the result of [Z] for/;,. we would first compute the Jacobian 
of 
G(x. y, z) = (.ry, :’ - xJ - yh, 2’ + .Y’ + I”) 
which is 2-_( - 2y’ - 6y” + 4-P + 2.x’). Then. we must compute the dcgrcc of 
G,(x, y. 2) = (x,; e2 - X4 - y”, 2:( - 2y2 - 6yh + 4.~~ + 2.x2)) 
using the E%cnbud Levine method. This requires the further computation of its Jacobian 
before the signature can be evaluated. 
(4) /‘(x, y, 2) = (zy - x2, xy + :4) 
This is already weighted homogeneous with weights wt(x, y. e) = (5,7,3) and has 
Jacobian ideal with generators 
(xy, x2, yz, e4, - 8x? - y’). 
The middle weight = IO + 12 - (5 + 7 + 3) = 7. A basis for J(j,) is given by: 1. x3; x, :‘; 
x:. z2; x:2, 2; y. with J(&)? spanned by y. Using 4: J(j_,)- R with &.x?) = I and 
vanishing on lower weight terms, we see that the multiplication pairing is negative definite 
on the subspace spanned by y so sig( J(&)) = - 1. Thus, there are either 0 or 2 real 
branches; since x = z = 0 is one branch, there must be exactly two. Again, this is the total 
number of complex branches. 
3. TIIE PROOF 
The proof for real curves will be based on an application of the formula of Montaldi-van 
Straten [Thm 2.2, I I]; for complex curves WC shall USC a modified form of another result, 
Lemma 1.6 in their paper. Given a real meromorphic form z on a complex curve C, this 
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formula relates the number of real half branches. appropriately counted with orientation, to 
the signatures of certain quadratic forms defined using Q and residues. To evaluate various 
terms which appear in their formula. we will use certain key elements in the proof of 
Wahl [l&J. 
Because we will be using results from two different papers, we first establish notaion to 
bridge them. 
Notation. For the real reduced Gorenstein curve singularity (X. 0). we denote its 
complexification by (C, 0) instead of by (Xc, 0) as earlier. We let n: (c. 0) 4 (C, 0) denote the 
normalization. We denote Oc, o by A. and the ring of real analytic germs A,. ,, by A,. There 
is a natural action of conjugation on OP.*, defined by 
g = &l,:” “gc = cti,z=. 
Since the ideal I(C) defining C has real generators. the action factors through to A. The 
invariant germs are exactly Ao. 
We let K denote the total quotient ring for A and A the integral closure of A in K. Then, 
where the products arc for i = I to r and C( (r,}} denotes the quotient field of the ring of 
convergent power series C(fi}. 
The normalization map n is given by the parametrization of the components of C by 
maps 
(b,: t, c, (cr:“C:l.. . . ,ufr:-) 
where wi = wt (zi) with (2,. . . . . , z,,,) denoting the corresponding complex coordinates for 
Cm. If $J, parametrizes one of a pair of purely imaginary branches then the other is given by 
&j* 1 li. t--r (2’;’ fr’, . . . , tiz I,:-) 
and under the inclusion i: A -+ 2 
‘p(u;“t;l, * . . , u:“f:l) 
with uyl = tiy” for each pair i, i’ corresponding to a pair of purely imaginary branches. 
We define an action on K as follows: Let 0 denote a permutation of {I,. . . , r} which 
interchanges all pairs i. i’ as above and fixes i corresponding to a real branch of C. Then, 
define 
(5) k/l? ’ * * 9 s,)c = M, I,3 * * * 9 cd,,, 1 
This action extends to the modules of meromorphic forms f&(e) 2 Qc (*). For any module 
or ring B on which we have the action ( )‘, we let B, denote the invariant elements. Then 
i(g’) = i(g)’ so that i(A,) = i(A), and the real elements of each ring or module are the 
elements invariant under ( r (note this is more restrictive than one would normally expect 
for real elements Of UCi). 
Next, let UJ” denote the module of dualizing differentials. Greuel [7] shows that there is 
a generator / of the conductor of C such that dr/f is a generator of wA (here 
dt = (dr,,. . . , dt,) andf= (/,. . . . ,f,)). Since A’ = A, and ( )’ is a ring homomorphism./’ 
also is a generator of the conductor. Since ( Y preserves weights,/’ = a*jfor some a EC. If 
(I # - I thcnf+/’ is invariant and equals (I + a)/so we use it in place of/: Ifa = - I then 
i./ is invariant so we use it instead. In either case we may choose an/E A,,. 
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We are now ready to begin the proof for the real case: We first define the meromorphic 
form x. We use the notation of the appendix of Wahl [l4] which, in turn. uses results from 
Greuel [7]. We let 7 = t!y where y, = q,j; (with q, = deg ti = I given how we have arranged 
things). Let I = 7-l. dtJ= (dr, ‘q,r,, . . , dt,:q,r,). Then. xcQr(+), z f&-(o),. Also, for 
the residue defined by 
res(hdr) = xi res(h,) 
res(x) = x,( l,‘q,) > 0. Then. z is the form to which we will apply the Montaldi-van Straten 
formula. 
This formula can be stated 
# (outbound half-branches) - # (inbound half-branches) = Zsig($,.) + Zsig(ljl,-) 
To determine whether a real half-branch is outbound or inbound it is sufficient to look at 
the corresponding branch in C. On Ci we have the vector field <i=ti*?/?ti and dn(&) is the 
Euler vector field restricted to the branch. Hence, for the real half-branch to be oriented 
outward by z it is sufficient to verify that ri _J z > 0. However, ti J z = a(ci) = I/q, > 0. 
Thus, all real half-branches are outbound so that the left hand side of the formula is exactly 
twice the number of real branches. 
Next. we evaluate the right hand side. Roth I(/,, are nonsingular pairings on spaces 
(R,, )“. The spaces R,, arc given by 
R,. = wA .‘(w, n A . I) R, = A . z/(w, n A -3) 
The pairings on thcsc spaces is the restriction of the pairing 
with /I/r denoting a mcromorphic function 11 such that [I = h -a. It is nonsingular on each 
subspacc. 
First. dim,. R, = I since again in the appendix of Wahl. mA c yA, where mA is the 
maximal ideal of A. Thus, ;’ _ ‘IPI,, c A, or nt., * ct c A :dr/j’ j = 01” while a 4: 0~". Also, we have 
seen rcs(r) > 0 so that dim, (R, ),, = I spanned by x and sig($, ) = I. 
Second, we dctcrminc R,.. Let PEA. Then pazcw, iff pea = h*dc/f for some hi A. 
Hence, (p-;‘-I - h)drif’= 0. Since /’ is nonzero in each component, p-y-’ - h = 0, i.e. 
h*;, = PE A. Thus. h E 1.x E A: II-YE A:. This ideal is denoted by I in Wahl [14] and the 
Jacobian algebra J(C’) = Ajf. Thus, 
R,. = OJ,, '(cu., n A * I) = OJA ,‘fCJA Z A/l {dr,‘j}. 
or (Rx, ),) = A,,!fo (dtlf‘ j since A z A, On C and I E I,, Qa C so that A/I z A,,/[,, &C. 
Lastly, we determine the pairing 11/,.. It is given over C by 
(h;dfl/; h,*drij) = (h,y*(y-‘*dt/j). hl*dr/j) tr res(h,*h,*ydtl/) 
If either h,el then h, .h2 * 7 E A and the residue is zero since res 1 wA = 0. Thus, via the 
natural identification Ail 2 A, I (dr,y). the pairing factors 
rn’ 
(6) A/l x A 1 + A,‘1 - 63 
where the first pairing is the multiplication pairing and the second map is defined by 
res’(h) = res(h.7. dr,r). On the graded pieces, rcs is zero except on the weight zero part 
(where wt(dri) = 1) so rcs’ is also zero except possibly on a single graded part of A/I. On the 
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other hand the composition (6) is nonsingular; if res’ were zero on the graded piece of 
maximum weight. then this graded piece would he in the isotropy space of the pairing. Thus, 
res’ is not identically zero on this maximum weight piece, and it must have dimension I since 
it is dually paired to 1 E A,‘I. Then, for 4 = res’l A,/f, the pairing IL,. is the pairing on the 
Jacobian algebra A, ‘I,, of the real curve. 
Substituting into the Montaldi-van Straten formula yields the result. 0 
For the result about complex curves we consider a normalization given by a parametriz- 
ation n as in the first part except now we are not concerned about reality conditions. 
With the weights we have assigned to ti and xi we know that (with wt(dx,) = wt(xi) and 
wt(h/y) = wt(h) - wt(g)) n+ preserves weights. For a graded space M. we let M[k] denote 
the subspace of weight k and M [ 2 k] (respectively M[ I k]) denote the subspace spanned 
by terms of weight 2 k (respectively 5 k). 
Before proceeding with the proof, we make two observations concerning the behavior of 
the pairing res relative to the weights. Let wt(j) = s + 1. Then, wt(o) = s, wtb) = - s and 
wt(z) = 0. Hence, since $(oJ,, eJz) = res(w,/x.w,) and res is only nonzero in weight 0 we 
see that: 
if wt((rJ,) + wt(to,) # 0 then Il/(w,. q) = 0. 
Second, by the same reasoning, 
if wt(h) # 2s then res’(h) = res(h*y*dt/j) = 0 
Thus. s is fhc middle wcipht for A/f, and A/I[s] z A/I {dt/j} [0] under the natural idenli- 
ficalion. 
In our notation A = Cl,.,,, and /T = n l O,c-.o,. Since (IJ” = trJc and oJA = cq. then by the 
propcrtics of the rcsiduc (see [ 1 I] or [ 121). ~j dually pairs (i/A) *a with (O~/WA and, by the 
above remark, (.;1;/A) *z[O] with OJ,/OJ~ [O]. 
Then. we dclinc an analoguc of lhc invariant /J used by Montaldi -van Slraten. We let 
p0 = dim,. R,. [0] - dim, R, [O]. 
There is the following rclnlion which is the analoguc of Lemma 1.6 in [I 11. 
Lb.MMA 7. yo(n * x) = /J,,(Z) - Zdim,.((&A)*a[O]) 
Prooj If we apply their argument verbatum but to the weight 0 parts of the spaces in 
their argument we obtain the result. cl 
We now proceed to compute the terms in the lemma for our particular a. p*(r): By the 
above remark and our ealier calculation for R,., 
R,. [0] = A.‘1 {dtflj[O] 1 A/I[s] ( = J(X),) and R, [0] = R,- = (a) 
Thus, pa(r) = dim,(J(X),) - 1. p”(n *z): II + a = (dr,/q,t,, . . . , dt,/q,t,) (with all yi = 1) 
and wA = fIC{ri)dri so O,,[O] = 0. Thus, R,., [0] = A.n*a[O] which has a basis 
(dr,/r,. . . . , dr,/r,f, while R,.,. [0] = 0. Thus, Po(n+a) = - r. (A/A)ea[O]: A.a[O] has 
a basis (dr,/t,,. . , dr,/r,) while A .sr[O] is spanned by a. Thus, dimc((l/A) *a[O]) 
= r - I. Finally, substituting into the lcrms in the lemma, we obtain 
- r = dim,.(J(X),) - 1 - 2(r - 1) 
which gives the result. 
We further obtain the comment 3 after the proof by applying the above reasoning to 
p z 0 and p *,, where. for example, p _, “(1) = dim, R,. [ 2 O] - dime R,~ [ 2 O]. We obtain 
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by the analogue of the above lemma 
(8) P>,,(~*x) = c)~“(z) - (dim&(&A).z[ 2 01) + dimc(w,/(Ui[ 2 01)). 
The above computation shows: 
R,.,.[ 2 0] = Rn.,.[O] = A.n+z[O] and R,.,-[ 2 0] = 0; 
Rx.1 2 O]= J(X),, and R,-[ 2 0] = R,- = (I); 
(.j,‘A).z[ 2 0) = (&‘.-l)~z and oA/oi[ 2 0] = w,/wi[O]. Hence, taking dimensions in (8) 
yields (with S = dim,(.q,‘A) ) 
- t = dim,(J(X),,) - 1 - (J + r - I) 
or dimc(J(?i), ,) = b and similarly for J(X),,. 0 
Then, Theorem 2 becomes a consequence of Theorem 1 by applying theorem 2 of [S] 
which states that in either the real or complex case a semi-weighted homogeneous germ is 
topologically determined for contact equivalence by its initial part and hence has the same 
number of branches. 0 
.4c~lin~~w/~~Jyt~m~~nf -7‘lus research was made possihlc through the support and kind hospitallly of the orpanirers of 
the special year in sinpularlly and bifurcarlon rhcory at the University of Warwick. 
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